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A Message from the Chair… 
Dear QSR Section Members, greetings! I extend to you my 
most sincere appreciation for your ongoing support of 
QSR and participation in putting together and attending 
the diverse and exciting sessions sponsored by QSR at the 
various meetings. In particular, Jionghua (Judy) Jin, the QSR 
Chair-Elect and Cluster Chair for the 2005 INFORMS Annual 
Meeting, has done an outstanding job at putting together a 
comprehensive cluster involving more than 35 technical sessions 
spanning the duration of the 2005 INFORMS Annual Meeting 
in San Francisco, CA. 

Of course, much credit is due to the enthusiastic response we 
received by the many organizers and speakers involved in the 
QSR technical sessions scheduled for San Francisco. Our cluster 
continues to be enriched by special invited sessions sponsored 
by the leading journals, Technometrics, Journal of Quality Technology 
(JQT), and Quality and Reliability Engineering International (QREI), 
and stimulating panel discussions with distinguished participants 
from major agencies of the caliber of NSF, ARO, ONR, and 
NASA, as well as panel discussions of editors from leading 
journals. We are grateful towards all these colleagues for their 
hard work and contributions to QSR. 

The QSR cluster has now grown to be one of the largest and 
best-attended clusters at the INFORMS meetings. This is 
remarkable considering that QSR is one of the youngest 

INFORMS sections. No doubt, this is due to the dedicated hard 
work and commitment of the past Chairs, Officers, Advisory 
Board Members, etc., and of the large and continuously growing 
membership of QSR. It is quite remarkable that over the last 
several years, the membership of QSR has grown by over 40% 
and continues to grow steadily with each monthly report we 
receive from INFORMS. A nice resulting benefit of our strong 
membership growth is a healthier budget that allows us to do a 
better job at conducting our business and activities. 

The participation in the 2005 QSR Best Student Paper 
Competition has been remarkable. Congratulations to the 
four deserving finalists selected by our peer-reviewed 
process! All finalists are to receive certificates and free 
three-year memberships. The winner will receive a plaque 
and be appointed as the 2006 student representative for 
the QSR Council. Thank you, Yu Ding, for your valuable 
help in coordinating this competition. 

As part of QSR’s continued efforts to collaborate with 
leading journals in the field, once again this year a special 
issue of QREI will be edited that will be devoted to 
research presented under the QSR Cluster at the 2005 
INFORMS Meeting. We continue to make steady progress 
towards our objective of closer interaction with the leading 
journals of the field and thank the Editors of QREI for 
their collaboration with QSR. We also thank Fugee Tsung 
and Harriet Black Nembhard for serving as Guest-Editors for 
last year’s issue. 

QSR continues to do a solid job at interacting with other 
subdivisions of INFORMS, such as the Data Mining, 
Simulation, and Supply-Chain Management Sections, and 
the Computing Society. Our multi- and inter-disciplinary 
flavor remains one of our major strengths, which attracts 
membership to QSR and enriches INFORMS as a whole. 
As can be seen by this year’s diverse participants, we are 
reaching out to the American Statistical Association (ASA), 
Institute of Industrial Engineers (IIE), and American 
Society for Quality (ASQ), consciously expanding our 
outreach activities and efforts to build mutually beneficial 
bridges of knowledge. 

http://qsr.section.informs.org
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It has been a true pleasure serving as 2005 QSR Chair with 
our Officers, Advisory Board, Past Chairs, and numerous 
members. I plan to continue my work with all our 
members to further expand the section and its outreach 
and enrich the membership and activities of QSR. Please 
note that our important Reception and Business Meeting is 
to be held on Monday, November 14, 2005, 6:30-7:30 pm 
(please check the program for the room location). At this 
meeting, the winner of the Best Student Paper Award will 
be announced. The business meeting will also include the 
announcement of the 2006 QSR Officers’ election results 
and a discussion of the section activities for the coming 
year. I look forward to seeing you there and listening to 
your comments and any suggestions that you may have for 
QSR. 

   With best regards, 
   Zachary G. Stoumbos 

Highlights of QSR Sponsored 
Sessions for San Francisco 
2005 INFORMS Annual Meeting, November 13-16, 2005 

The QSR sponsored cluster in 2005 INFORMS Annual 
Meeting at San Francisco will have total 35 sessions to be 
held throughout November 13~16 2005.  The cluster will 
be highlighted by three high profile panel sessions, three 
journal sponsored sessions, four jointed sessions with the 
co-sponsors of the simulation cluster and the health cluster, 
and one best student research competition session.   

Three panel sessions have invited the distinguished 
speakers to discuss “New Research Directions in Process 
Monitoring” on Nov 13 (Sunday) at 13:30 - 15:00pm; 
“Research Advancement and Vision in Quality, Statistics, 
Reliability” on Nov 13 (Sunday) at 16:30 - 18:00; and 
“Journal Editor's Vision on Challenges and Trends in 
Quality, Statistics, and Reliability Research” on Nov 14 
(Monday) at 13:30 - 15:00.  The editors of the Journal of 
Quality Technology, Technometrics, and Journal of 
Quality and Reliability Engineering International have 
organized three special journal sponsored sessions 
comprised of the best papers submitted this year to their 
publications.  

 

In addition to these feature sessions, there will be many 
exciting research presentation sessions, including 16 
sessions on SPC/SQC, DOE, and Reliability.  Moreover, 
there will also be 15 sessions on diverse topics to promote 
QSR research to new appearing research or application 
areas such as data minding and data driving modeling, 
distributed sensing, compute simulation and DOE, wavelet 
analysis, healthcare, nanotechnology, supply chain, and 
networking.   

On Sunday Nov. 13, 10:00 - 11:30am, the four finalists in 
the QSR Best Student Paper Award competition will 
present their entries. This year's finalists are: 

• Jung Jin Cho (Texas A&M University), “Redundancy 
analysis of linear sensor systems and its applications” 

• Xuelei (Sherry) Ni (Georgia Institute of Technology), 
“Enhanced leaps-and-bounds method in subset 
selections with additional optimality tests” 

• Zhiguang Qian (Georgia Institute of Technology), 
“Bayesian surrogate models for integrating low 
accuracy and high accuracy experiments”  

• Sarintip Satitsatian (University of Washington), “An 
algorithm for reliability bounds computation to 
evaluate supply chain networks” 

At the QSR business meeting/reception (Monday, Nov. 14, 
6:30-7:30), the winner of the Best Student Paper Award 
will be announced. The business meeting will also include 
announcement of the 2006 QSR Officers’ election results 
and a discussion of section activities for the coming year. 

Denver Conference Review 
2004 INFORMS Annual Meeting, October 24-27, 2004 

The 2004 INFORMS Annual Meeting in Denver featured 
a QSR Sponsored Cluster with sessions organized into two 
parallel tracks. In addition to the regular technical sessions 
on SPC/SQC, DOE, and Reliability, there were 
six special sessions appearing in the QSR Cluster, including 
panel discussions, two paper sessions comprised of the 
best papers submitted this year to Journal of Quality 
Technology and Technometrics, and Student Best Paper Session. 
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Interface between OR and Statistics Panel: (left to right) A. Dempster, S. 
Pollock, J. Berger, S. M. Robinson, J. Shi 

The panel session on “Issues and Challenges on the 
Interface between OR and Statistics” invited well 
respected leaders in both Statistics and Operations 
Research disciplines to identify opportunities, obstacles, 
and potential ways to promote the collaboration of 
researchers from these two communities. 

 
Funding Trends and Opportunities Panel: (left to right) H. Chang, A. 
Deshmukh, A. Feiveson, W. L. Martinez, S. Sen 

The panel session on “Funding Trends and Opportunities 
at Federal Agencies” invited several program directors 
from key federal agencies to discuss the general funding 
interest and trend, and current funding opportunities. This 
session attracted significant amount of interests among 
conference attendance and inspired heated discussion. The 
presentation files of the program directors were put online 
at http://qsr.section.informs.org/qsr_conferences.htm. 

The panel on “Data Mining Research, Applications, and 
Software” is a joint panel session sponsored by Data 
Mining section and QSR section. This session addressed 
various issues associated with data mining, including 
methods, software, and applications of data mining in 
industry, manufacturing, and finance.  

 
Student Best Paper Competition: (left to right) C.H. Chin, S.T. Jiang, A. 
Mandal, F. Tsung (QSR Chair), and Z. Lian 

Four finalists of 2004 QSR Student Best Paper award 
presented their entries on Monday, Oct. 25. These four 
papers were put online at 
http://qsr.section.informs.org/qsr_activities.htm. Mr. 
Mandal from Georgia Tech, currently an assistant 
professor at Department of Statistics of the University of 
Georgia, eventually won this year’s best paper award.  

Members Updates 

• Honors and awards received… 
Yong Chen and Jionghua (Judy) Jin received the Best 
Paper Award for the IIE Transactions focus issues on 
Quality and Reliability in 2003-2004. 

Yu Ding, Montague - Center for Teaching Excellence 
Scholar, Texas A&M University, Oct. 2005. 

Marion R. Reynolds, Jr. and Zachary G. Stoumbos 
received The 2004 Brumbaugh Award for the largest single 
contribution to the development of industrial application 
of quality improvement, ASQ. 

Zachary G. Stoumbos received The 2005 Most 
Innovative Research Award, Rutgers Business School, 
Rutgers University. 

Zachary G. Stoumbos was elected a lifetime fellow 
member of the International Statistical Institute (ISI). 

William H. Woodall, Rachelle Koudelik, Kwok-Leung 
Tsui, Seoung Bum Kim, Zachary G. Stoumbos, and 
Chris P. Carvounis received The 2003 Jack Youden Prize 
for the best expository paper in Technometrics, ASA and 
ASQ. 

http://qsr.section.informs.org/qsr_activities.htm
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• Grants received… 
Yong Chen received $200,000 from NSF for the project 
titled “Sensors: Reliability of Variation Source Sensor 
Systems”. 

Darek Ceglarek received $25,000 from General Electric 
Healthcare division for the project titled “Predictive 
Modeling of System Failures using Fault Region 
Localization Methodology”. 

Darek Ceglarek and Shiyu Zhou, collaborating with 
Xiaoping Qian, received $699,000 from NSF for the 
project titled “Multi-Sensor Planning, Integration, and 
Analysis for Dimensional Quality Control of Complex 
Manufacturing Processes”. Their industrial partner is 
Dimensional Control Systems, Inc. 

Yu Ding, collaborating with Wilbert Wilhelm, received 
$331,111 from NSF for the project titled “Sensors: 
Strategic Design and Tactical Operation of Surveillance 
Sensor Systems for Ports and Waterway Security”. 

Yu Ding, collaborating with Jiong Tang, received 
$360,000 from NSF for the project titled “DDDAS - 
SMRP: A Framework for the Dynamic Data-Driven Fault 
Diagnosis of Wind Turbine Systems”. 

Jionghua(Judy) Jin received $251,532 from NSF for the 
project titled “Engineering-Driven Wavelet Analysis of 
Cyclic Functional Data for Multiple Embedded Operation 
Diagnosis”.  

Fugee Tsung, Jianjun Shi and Jionghua(Judy) Jin 
received HK$359,224 of RGC Competitive Earmarked 
Research Grant (Hong Kong) 2005-2007, for the project 
titled “A New Venture to Expand Response Surface 
Methodology for Engineering Process Control”. 

Shiyu Zhou received $25,000 from General Electric 
Healthcare division for the project titled “Condition 
Monitoring and Prediction for MRI Scanner through Data 
Mining”. 

• Ph.D. degrees earned… 
Rajesh Ganesan, from University of South Florida, 
Tampa FL. for "Process Monitoring and Feedback Control 
Using Multiresolution Analysis and Machine Learning". 
His current position is Assistant professor at George 
Mason University in the Systems Engineering and 
Operations Research Department. Advisor: Tapas K. Das. 

Huairui Guo from University of Arizona -Tucson, in 
November 2004, for “Variation Monitoring, Diagnosis, 
and Control for Complex Solar Cell Manufacturing 
Processes”. Advisor: Jionghua (Judy) Jin 

Haitao Liao from Rutgers, The State University of New 
Jersey, for "Degradation Models and Design of Accelerated 
Degradation Testing Plans". His current position is Assistant 
Professor of Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering 
Department at the Wichita State University. Advisor: E. A. 
Elsayed. 

• Promotions and news… 
Darek Ceglarek has been appointed as Program Chair of 
the 2006 Design for Manufacturing and the Life Cycle 
(DFM-LC) Conference which will be held in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, from September 10-13, 2006. 

Jionghua (Judy) Jin, promoted to a tenured associate 
professor, Dept. of Industrial and Operations Engineering, 
University of Michigan. 

Wenzhen Huang joined the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering at the University of Massachusetts Dartmouth 
as an Assistant Professor in Fall 2005. 

Joel Nachlas recently published a book, titled Reliability 
engineering : probabilistic models and maintenance methods, by 
Taylor & Francis/CRC Press, Boca Raton, 2005. 

Fugee Tsung and Harriet Black Nembhard edited a 
special issue of Quality and Reliability Engineering International. 
This special issue is sponsored by the INFORMS Quality, 
Reliability, and Statistics (QSR) section. It features selected 
papers that were presented at the QSR Cluster of the 
INFORMS 2003 Annual Conference that was held in 
Atlanta, Georgia during October 19-22, 2003. 

Maria Fernanda Ramalhoto was member of the 
Technical Program Committee of ESREL' 05-annual 
conference of ESRA (European Safety and Reliability 
Association)- Tri City, Gdansk Poland, 27-30 June, 2005 
and organizer of its Invited Session S8-Integrated 
Maintenance, Reliability and Quality Improvement 
Concepts. She is also co-editing the special issue of the 
QTQM (Quality Technology and Quantitative Methods) 
on New and Emerging Trends in Reliability, to be 
published in 2006. 
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Introduction to Technical 
Journals in QSR Fields 
In this issue of newsletter, we included brief introductions 
to important technical journals in QSR field. The 
introduction includes the general scope and audience of 
the journal, recent hot topics related to QSR covered by 
the journal, recent events (e.g., special issue) related to 
QSR, if applicable, and brief statistics of the journal, i.e., 
average length of the review cycle, average acceptance rate, 
number of reviewers, etc. Due to the broadness of QSR 
research, we cannot exhaust all the important journals here. 
However, we hope to provide a quick reference and useful 
information for QSR members regarding their venues of 
publication through this effort. 

IIE Transactions / Quality and 
Reliability Engineering 
Susan Albin, Focus Issue 
Editor 

  

Mission 

The purpose of IIE Transactions/Quality and Reliability 
Engineering is to publish research with a strong 
methodological focus motivated by real problems.  The 
models and solutions presented should have important 
implications for engineering practice and future research.  
As a key journal for the Industrial Engineering community, 
we have a systems perspective on quality and reliability. 
The vitality of the journal springs from building upon 
existing knowledge to open new areas in research 
motivated by critical and complex engineering problems 
that arise in a wide variety of domains. 

Research Focus 

The journal welcomes submissions that address novel 
applications of quality and reliability engineering.  Such 
papers, with methodology motivated by real problems, 
often open new lines of research that turn out to have 
much wider application and impact than could be 

imagined.  We seek papers in traditional and new domains 
including manufacturing, service, public policy, health care, 
sensor technology, biotechnology, security, and others.  
We encourage papers that integrate quality and reliability 
engineering with other approaches and disciplines such as 
statistics, mechanical engineering, physics, computer 
science, biological sciences and operations research.   

In the Quality field, the journal seeks submissions on 
process monitoring and control at the enterprise level, real-
time control of complex systems and multistage quality 
control methodology.  We look forward to submissions 
that focus on quality in data rich environments, high-
dimensional data, and data mining. Quality researchers 
have a significant contribution to make in simulation, 
possibly the most widely used Industrial Engineering tool, 
with a focus on experimental design.  Also, experimental 
design techniques with cost considerations leading to 
sequential and interactive approaches are an important area 
in simulation and other types of experiments.     

In the Reliability area, submissions are sought on models 
that capture the realities of data gathered from the field. 
On-line assessment of equipment reliability, maintenance 
based on remaining life prediction, and degradation 
detection and assessment are all important areas. Predictive 
models to anticipate failure, based on statistical or physical 
models, are of interest.  The journal continues its focus on 
network reliability models for performance, design and 
maintenance optimization and on accelerated life testing 
plans and fault detection & diagnosis. 

The Peer Review Process 

As focus issue editor, I review each paper and if it is 
appropriate for the journal I assign the paper to one of the 
Department Editors who identifies referees and evaluates 
their responses.  The DEs are doing an outstanding job.  
For new submissions that are sent to referees, the average 
response time is 3.9 months and the maximum is 5 months!  

Some submissions are unlikely to be accepted in the 
journal.  If I feel that is the case I consult with a 
knowledgeable Department Editor and, if we agree, the 
paper is given a “quick reject” and is not sent to referees.  
About 20-25% of new submissions have received a quick 
reject with average response time 22 days and maximum 
31 days.  Quick rejects are ultimately helpful to authors 
who can submit to a more appropriate journal without 
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delay.  Also, quick rejects conserve our precious referee 
resources.  

Journal Response Time 

Since January 1, 2005 we have received 44 new 
submissions and 10 revisions.  Of the 44 new submissions, 
36 were sent to referees and 8 received quick rejects.    

Of  the 36 papers sent to referees, 15 have completed the 
process with 8 requests for revisions and 7 rejected.  The  
average response time was 3.9 months and a maximum of 
5 months.  Among the 21 papers still with referees, 19 
have been in process 3 months or less and 2 have been in 
process between 4 and 5 months.   

Of the 10 revisions submitted, 3 were accepted within 6 
weeks and the 7 still in process have been in the system for 
a maximum of 4 months. 

Bottom Line:  If you submit a new paper to IIE 
Transactions/Quality and Reliability Engineering and it is 
sent to referees, you can expect a response in 3.9 months, 
on average,  and maximum 5 months! 

 
IIE Transactions / Design and 
Manufacturing 
 

Mandyam M. Srinivasan, 
Focus Issue Editor 

 
 

 

 

The focused issues of IIE Transactions on Design and 
Manufacturing publish papers dealing with topics directly 
related to the product realization process.  To be realized, 
a product must be designed, the processes planned, and 
the product manufactured.  To represent the range of 
relevant topics, the focused issue has four departments: 

 Engineering Design 
 Enterprise Computing 
 Facilities Layout and Materials Handling 
 Manufacturing Systems 

The Design & Manufacturing papers are problem-oriented 
and are typically based on realistic design and 
manufacturing problems.  In addition to original research 
contributions, comprehensive state-of-the-art surveys on 
emerging areas are also accepted.  Because quality and 
reliability are two key requirements of design and 
manufacturing systems, a number of the articles published 
in this focused issue would appeal to members of the 
Quality, Statistics, and Reliability (QSR) section of the 
Institute for Operations Research and the Management 
Sciences (INFORMS).  In a like manner, the focused issue 
welcomes submissions from the QSR community, as well 
as proposals for special issues.  We recently released a call 
for papers for a special issue on Stochastic Models for the 
Evaluation, Design, and Operation of Manufacturing 
Systems, which we expect to publish in Spring 2007. 
 
The average length of a review cycle (from submission to 
first round of reviews) is 4 months.  The average 
acceptance rate for the focused issue is about 25%.  Each 
paper is reviewed by two to four referees, as well as one to 
two members of the journal’s editorial board.  For details 
on how to submit a paper to any of the IIE Transactions 
focused issues, please visit: 
http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/iietransactions and look 
for the “Instructions and Forms” on the top right hand 
corner of this web page. 
 

IEEE Transactions on Reliability 
Way Kuo, Editor-in-Chief 

  

IEEE Transactions on Reliability was first published 54 
years ago, and is now the leading and the most widely 
circulated journal on reliability and maintainability.  The 
Transactions is a refereed journal published 4 times per 
year, with about 140 pages per issue, and has held some of 
the most important work in the field of reliability and 
related disciplines.  

http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/iietransactions
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Historically, the Transactions published numerous classical 
papers on a number of subjects related to reliability design, 
estimation, predications, optimization, and others. We are 
entering a new era of electronic submission and editing of 
papers at Transactions, and all-paper formats will be 
eliminated in the near future.  We now encourage 
contributions to Transactions in emerging subjects on 
reliability and maintainability, and of relevance to the 
societal needs.  We encourage you, the potential authors, 
to guide these categories, but suggested categories include: 

• Reliability of emerging technologies 

• Methods for coping with new failure modes 

• Robust results and extensions useful to practitioners 

• Elegant solutions to difficult problems 

• Case studies with sound applications to the modern 
systems 

We most especially welcome applied papers which are 
relevant to readers.  And as always, we welcome your input 
as regular papers, commentaries, or editorials.  We are in 
flux for some time during the transition, but our intent is 
to streamline and simplify the publication process.  Initially, 
we will be relying strongly on email.  However, eventually, 
we plan to have a new website that will guide authors in 
the submission of papers.  We are also striving to simplify 
the handling processes for papers accepted by our 
associate editors; this part of the process will also rely on 
email until our website is online.  We will try to minimize 
the formatting changes required in paper submissions, and 
to minimize the number of hand-offs between the 
managing editor and the authors.  It will, of course, require 
some time to put additional tools in place and to 
streamline our processes.  We will keep everyone current 
on our progress through Transactions. 

It is the policy of IEEE to publish only unique work. That 
means we can only consider work that has not been 
previously published.  Work presented in part at a 
conference which is later fully developed into important, 
complete work is welcome to submit.  This ensures that 
the papers you will see in our Transactions are unique. 

For now, we prefer that authors submit their papers via 
email to jrupe@ieee.org.  The managing editor will assign 
your paper to an associate editor to handle during the 

review process. If your paper is accepted by your associate 
editor, be prepared to correspond with our managing 
editor electronically for final review and editing.  At this 
moment, a paper will appear at the Transactions 
approximately 18 months from the day you submit your 
papers if it is accepted. For more information, and to keep 
up with future changes, see the Information for Readers 
and Authors section in Transactions. Our Managing 
Editor Dr. Jason Rupe can be reached by telephone at 
303-926-1830, by fax at 720-596-5049, or by E-mail at 
jrupe@ieee.org. 

Journal of Quality Technology 
 

Joe H. Sullivan, Editor 

  
 
All three words in the name of our section directly relate 
to topics covered by the Journal of Quality Technology 
(JQT). Major focus areas are: Quality, monitoring or 
statistical process control; Statistics, topics that relate 
directly to process monitoring or design of experiments; 
and statistical Reliability. Also included is research in 
engineering process control as it relates to quality 
improvement and papers in data mining are encouraged, 
especially when the applications relate to Q - S - R. 

Readers and contributors come from universities and 
industry in about equal numbers. For those affiliated with 
universities, the most popular departments are Statistics (in 
a college of Arts and Sciences, School of Statistics, or 
similar), Industrial Engineering, and Management 
Science/Quantitative Analysis (in a college of business).  

Some recent article titles in  
• Process Monitoring: 

- In-Line Process and Product Control using 
Spectroscopy and Multivariate Calibration 

- A Change Point Model for a Shift in Variance 
- Multivariate Quality Control Charts for 

Monitoring Univariate Autocorrelated Processes 
• Design of Experiments 
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- Accounting for Mixing Errors in Analyzing 
Mixture Experiments 

- A Genetic Algorithm Approach to Multiple 
Response Optimization 

- Analysis of Performance Measures in 
Experimental Designs Using Jackknife 

- Fraction of Design Space Plots for Examining 
Model Robustness. 

• Reliability 
- Start-Up Demonstration Tests Based on 

Consecutive Successes and Total Failures 

JQT is an INFORMS “Related Publication” with a special 
subscription rate for INFORMS members of $31 yearly. 
Subscribers can access the on-line, full-text library of all 
articles in previous issues, including all articles in the most 
recent issue. 

Beginning with 2004, QSR has sponsored a JQT-Invited 
session featuring presentation of recent JQT articles of 
interest to QSR members. 

The median time for an editorial decision was 108 days for 
a manuscript that went out for review. The acceptance rate 
is about 15%. Each article sent for review goes to two 
referees. 

The submission procedure is detailed in each issue and at 
www.asq.org/pub/jqt/ 

Technometrics 
 

Randy R. Sitter, Editor 

 
  

1. GENERAL REMARKS 

This article summarizes the highlights of the 47th volume 
of Technometrics, provides statistics on journal operations 
(submissions, review times, and acceptance rates) for 
manuscripts submitted in 2004, and describes general 
trends in statistical content of manuscripts submitted and 
accepted to the journal in 2004-2005 under the current 
editorship. 

2. TOPICS OF SUBMITTED MANUSCRIPTS 

The mission of Technometrics has traditionally been and 
continues to be to contribute to the development and use 
of statistical methods in physical, chemical, and 
engineering sciences. 

Although the term engineering sciences is very broad, the 
journal has traditionally been an outlet for papers that deal 
with industrial statistics and manufacturing related areas. 
However, in recent years this has grown to include an 
increasing number of papers in the information sciences 
and those with a broader definition of technology. A brief 
description of some proactive efforts being made by 
Technometrics to more actively encourage this natural 
progression are discussed in Section 4. 

The journal’s mission requires “adequate justification of 
the application of the technique, preferably by means of an 
actual application to a (real) problem.” The critical 
ingredient for articles is novelty in some form. This will 
either be the development of new methods or creativity in 
how they are applied, addressing all phases of the study, 
including data collection, analysis, comparisons with other 
methods, results, impact, and follow-up. 

Table 1 classifies the submissions by the primary statistical 
methodology discussed in the article. Regression, 
experimental design, and statistical process control have 
traditionally been among the topics with the largest 
proportion of submissions and they continue to be so. 
Reliability is a fourth core area for the journal and we 
continue to receive many quality submissions in this area. 
In the last few years we have seen increased numbers of 
submissions on topics such as time series, spatial statistics, 
computer experiments, computer intensive methods and 
Bayesian methods (classified as “Other” in Table 1), and in 
information technology. These methods are typically 
driven by a need to design and analyze real experimental 
and observational data as well as data from complex 
computer models for simulating real processes in 
numerous fields of application. There is no static list of 
applications as technology and science continues to quickly 
advance and evolve. 

http://www.asq.org/pub/jqt/
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3. MANUSCRIPT PROCESSING 

The Technometrics process for passing from one Editor 
to the next allows a smooth and seamless transition via a 
one year overlap. Thus, as Editor-Elect myself and my 
board of Associate Editors handled all new submissions in 
2004, while Editor Bill Notz and his board continued 
handling essentially all other duties including revisions of 
manuscripts already in the review process and organizing 
the 2004 issues. I then took over the full role of Editor on 

January 1, 2005, though Bill Notz continues to assist and 
advise on papers that bridged the transitional period. 

As of August 1, 2005, submission and processing of 
manuscripts in Technometrics is done via a web-based 
processing system. One goes to 
http://technometrics.allentrack.net/ to register and submit 
a manuscript, and follows submission instructions. At 
present Technometrics and the Journal of the American 
Statistical Association use such a system and other ASA 
journals and those the ASA jointly sponsors with other 
organizations so on will as well. Authors will only need to 
register once with all their information and then will not be 
required to enter detailed information when submitting to 
any of these journals. 

Technometrics received 170 new submissions in 2004. The 
editor reads all manuscripts that are submitted to the 
journal. An associate editor reads those that are deemed 
consistent with the mission of the journal and propose a 
reasonable approach to a real problem. Those that are 
inconsistent with the mission of the journal, or fall outside 
the scope of the journal are redirected to a more 
appropriate outlet. Referees, who are blind to the authors’ 
names and affiliations, further evaluate manuscripts that 
appear to have real technical merit and demonstrated value 
for applied problems. 

Historically, roughly one-third of the manuscripts are 
evaluated by the editor only (Level 1 review), one third by 
the editor and an associate editor only (Level 2 review), 
and one-third by the editor, an associate editor, and 
external referees (Level 3 review). These proportions for 
all new submissions in 2004 were 0.371, 0.277, and 0.352. 
All submissions in 2004 had received at least a first review 
by June 30, 2005. The first decision on these 170 
submissions were: 113 were rejected, 18 received modest 
encouragement to revise, 31 received encouragement to 
revise, 7 were tentatively accepted, and 1 was accepted. As 
of June 30, 2005, 17 had completed their review process 
and been accepted. 

Table 2 summarizes the review times for manuscripts 
submitted in 2004, and of revised manuscripts submitted 
in 2004. All times are as of June 30, 2005. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For details in number of days by manuscript see the 
Editor’s Report to appear in the November, 2005 issue. 

4. RECENT AND UPCOMING ACTIVITIES 
RELATED TO THE JOURNAL 

Each year, the Editor of Technometrics organizes a 
Technometrics special invited session at the Spring 
Research Conference, the Joint Statistical Meetings and the 
Fall Technical Conference. In recent years, Technometrics 
has been pleased to expand this to include INFORMS. 

Following is a summary of these activities in 2005: 

1. Spring Research Conference, Park City, Utah, Spring of 
2005. 

The session highlighted two applied papers that might be 
characterized as good examples of what Technometrics 
might consider a case study. I attended and Chaired the 
session. The speakers did an excellent job, and the session 
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was well-attended. Both papers appeared in the May 2005 
issue of Technometrics and thus the session was quite 
timely. 

Speaker 1: Debbie Dupuis, University of Western Ontario 
London, ON, Canada. 

Title: “Ozone concentrations: a robust analysis of 
multivariate extremes.” 

Speaker 2: Richard R. Picard, Los Alamos National 
Laboratory Los Alamos, NM, USA. 

Title: “Importance sampling for simulation of Markovian 
physical processes.” 

2. Joint Statistical Meetings, Minneapolis, MN, August, 
2005. 

This session was on computer experiments. I chaired the 
session. Paper 1 appeared in the November 2004 issue, 
while Paper 2 appeared in the May 2005 issue. 

Speaker 1. David M. Steinberg, Tel Aviv University, Israel. 

Title: “Data analytic tools for understanding random field 
regression models.” 

Co-authors: Dizza Bursztyn, Ashkelon College, Ashkelon, 
Israel 

Speaker 2. Agus Sudjianto, Bank of America Charlotte, NC 
28255-0001. 

Title: “Computer experiments using penalized likelihood in 
Gaussian kriging models.” 

Co-author: Runze Li, Pennsylvania State University, 
University Park, PA 

3. Fall Technical Conference, St. Louis, Missouri, Fall 2005. 

Bill Notz, the previous Editor chaired the session. The 
topic is quality control. 

Speaker 1. Zachary G. Stoumbos, Rutgers University, New 
Brunswick, NJ, USA. 

Title: “Control charts and the efficient allocation of 
sampling resources.” 

Co-author: Marion R. Reynolds, Jr., Virginia Tech, 
Blacksburg, VA, USA. 

Speaker 2. William H. Woodall, Virginia Tech Blacksburg, 
VA. 

Title: “The inertial properties of quality control charts.” 

Co-author: Mahmoud A. Mahmoud, Cairo University, 
Cairo, Egypt. 

4. INFORMS, San Francisco. 

I was approached to continue the recent move to have 
Technometrics organize an invited session for INFORMS, 
which I have done. I will attend and Chair the session. In 
addition, I have been asked to speak for 15 minutes on 
Technometrics (together with other Editors), review times, 
submission process, and what kinds of papers the journal 
is looking for. The session topic is statistical techniques for 
processes. 

Speaker 1. Myong K. Jeong, School of Industrial and 
Systems Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, 
Atlanta, GA. 

Title: “Wavelet-based data reduction techniques for 
process fault detection.” 

Co-authors: Jye-Chyi Lu, Xiaoming Huo, Brani Vidakovic 
and Di Chen Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 
GA 

Speaker 2. Pansoo Kim, Financial Management Group 
LCD Business, Samsung Electronics 

Co. Asan-City, Chungcheongnam-Do South Korea. 

Title: “Optimal engineering system design guided by data-
mining methods.” 

Co-author: Yu Ding, Texas A & M University, College 
Station, TX 

Speaker 3. Ramkumar Rajagopal, Dept. of Industrial & 
Manufacturing Engineering, The Pennsylvania State 
University Park, PA. 

Title: “Model-robust process optimization using Bayesian 
model averaging.” 

Co-author: Enrique del Castillo, The Pennsylvania State 
University, University Park, PA. 

In 2006, similar special invited sessions will be organized 
for these conferences. In addition, some upcoming special 
issues/papers are planned: 

1. A paper has been invited on the topic, ”Robust 
Parameter Design: A 25-year look at the contributions and 
impact.” Subject to a positive review, I hope to make it 
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into a discussion paper with comments from researchers 
and industrial practitioners. We hope the timing will work 
out for the Nov 2006 issue. 

2. While we continue to attract and publish very good 
papers in our traditional application areas, and hope to 
continue to do so, Technometrics would also like to more 
actively encourage submission of papers that deal with 
exciting new developments in areas of information science 
and technology. 

 As part of an effort to publicize and promote this, we are 
organizing special issues or half-issues with invited articles 
on a variety of topics. Tentative plans include expository 
articles on: Recent Developments in Information 
Technology, Computer Vision, Machine Learning, Text 
Mining, Fraud Detection, Network Modelling, Wireless 
Networks, Sensor Networks, Security of Data Bases, and 
Probabilistic Algorithms. We expect these papers to be 
published over several issues, starting in November 2006. 

Announcements 

QSR-related conferences 

 2006 International Conference on Design 
of Experiments and Its Applications 

July 9-13, 2006, Tianjin, P. R. China 
The focus of this conference is on recent developments 
in the theory and application of Design of Experiments 
and related areas, including Statistical Process Control 
and Biostatistics etc. The principal aim is to provide a 
forum for exchanging ideas. It will be held from July 9 
to 13, 2006, at Nankai University, Tianjin, P. R. China. 
All participants in the conference must register. No 
registration fee is charged. 
More information about the conference can be found at 
http://202.113.29.3/~stat/doe.htm 

 2005 INFORMS International QSR 
Cluster, Hong Kong 2006 

The Institute for Operations Research and the 
Management Sciences (INFORMS) is going to have an 
international conference in a spectacular location – Hong 
Kong from July 25-28 2006. The Quality, Reliability, 
and Statistics (QSR) section is planning an exciting 
cluster of sessions at the upcoming conference. I would 
like to invite you to organize a session or contribute a 
paper for the QSR cluster. If interested, please contact 

the Cluster Chair Dr. Fugee Tsung at <season@ust.hk> 
by September 30, 2005.  
 
For general information on INFORMS International 
2006, please see 
http://www.informs.org/Conf/Hongkong06/ 
For information about QSR, please see 
http://qsr.section.informs.org/ 

 Twelfth International Conference of The 
Forum for Interdisciplinary Mathematics 
on Statistics, Combinatorics, 
Mathematics and Applications 

December 2-4, 2005 
Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama 36849-5310, USA 

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics at Auburn 
University, and the Forum for Interdisciplinary 
Mathematics (FIM) are proud to co-organize a three-day 
International Conference on Statistics, Combinatorics 
Mathematics and Applications.  Located deep in the 
rolling hills of East Alabama, Auburn University is one 
of the South's premier land grant institutions. In 1856 the 
university first opened its doors for 80 students and a 
faculty of six. Today Auburn is the largest university in 
Alabama, with an enrollment of approximately 22,000. 
Students hail from all 50 states and nearly 100 foreign 
countries. With the past eleven FIM conference 
successes and the academic excellence of Auburn 
University, the Twelfth International Conference of  The 
Forum for Interdisciplinary Mathematics on Statistics, 
Combinatorics, Mathematics, and Applications promises 
to be a great success. Information about registration, 
submitting abstracts, symposia organizers and the venue 
is available on the official conference website 
(http://www.stat.auburn.edu/scma2005/). The conference 
website will be updated regularly. For further details, 
please contact: 
Chair, Local Organizing Committee: Mark Carpenter, 
Department of  Mathematics and Statistics, Auburn 
University, Auburn, Alabama, 36849-5310, USA, 334-
844-3610, Fax: 334-844-0236, carpedm@auburn.edu 
Chair, Conference Organizing Committee:  Satya 
Mishra , Department of Mathematics and Statistics, 
University of South Alabama, Mobile, Alabama 36688-
0002, USA.  251- 461-1642, Fax: 251-460-7969, 
mishra@jaguar1.usouthal.edus 

 

 

http://www.auburn.edu/
http://www.stat.auburn.edu/scma2005/
http://www.auburn.edu/~carpedm/
mailto:carpedm@auburn.edu
http://www.southalabama.edu/mathstat/personal_pages/mishra/
http://www.southalabama.edu/mathstat/personal_pages/mishra/
mailto:mishra@jaguar1.usouthal.edu
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Position Openings 

 Rutgers University, Department of 
Management Science and Information 
Systems 

The Department of Management Science and 
Information Systems (MSIS) has a tenure-track opening 
at the assistant professor level for the Fall 2006 Semester.  
A candidate must be an active researcher and have a 
record of scholarly excellence.  Special consideration 
will be given to candidates with interests in areas 
associated with statistical process control, times series 
analysis and forecasting, and reliability.  Applications in 
supply-chain management are desirable.  Teaching and 
curriculum development at the undergraduate, MBA, 
and Ph.D. levels will be expected. 
Rutgers University is an affirmative action equal 
opportunity employer. 
Applications received by November 4, 2005 are 
guaranteed full consideration.  All applicants should 
have completed a Ph.D. degree in a relevant subject area 
by the Fall-2006 Semester.  Applicants should send 
curriculum vitae, cover letter, and the names of three 
references to: 

Professor Zachary G Stoumbos, Chair  
Re: Recruiting  

Department of Management Science and  
and Information Systems  

Rutgers Business School  
Rutgers University  
94 Rockafeller Road  
Piscataway, NJ 08854-8054  

 University of Wisconsin – Madison, 
Department of Industrial and Systems 
Engineering 

 
The Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering 
(ISyE) has a tenure-track opening at the 
assistant/associate professor level for the Fall 2006 
Semester. A candidate must have Ph.D. in Industrial 
Engineering or related field, outstanding academic 
record, exceptional potential for creative research, and a 
commitment to both undergraduate and graduate 
education. For a tenured position, candidates should 
have the following: at least six years in a university 
faculty position, or government or industrial research 
position; demonstrated track record of national 
leadership in industrial engineering or a related field, 
with academic accomplishments as a scholar and teacher 
that meet the standards for a tenured appointment in 
industrial and systems engineering. 

The principal duties of this position include research, 
teaching, and service in one of the following areas: 
decision sciences/operations research focused on 
continuous optimization, or manufacturing and 
production systems engineering focused on emerging 
manufacturing processes (biological, molecular, or 
macro/micro manufacturing)  
Application must be received by: JANUARY 15, 2006. 
Applicants should send curriculum vitae, cover letter 
referring to Position Vacancy Listing #51872 to:  

Harold Steudel  
360 Mechanical Engineering Building  
1513 University Avenue  
Madison WI 53706-1572 
TTY: 608-263-2473   
Fax: 608-262-8454 
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QSR Executive Officers 
Chair 

Zachary G. Stoumbos 
Rutgers University 

Chair-Elect 

Jionghua Jin 
University of Michigan 

Secretary/Treasurer 

Wei Jiang 
Stevens Institute of Technology 

Council Members 

David W. Coit 
Rutgers University 

Yu Ding 
Texas A&M University 

Paul Kvam 
Georgia Institute of Technology 

Joe Sullivan 
Mississippi State University 

Newsletter Editor 

Shiyu Zhou 
University of Wisconsin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QSR Advisory Board 
C .F. (Jeff) Wu, Chair 
Georgia Institute of Technology 

Susan Albin 
Rutgers University 

Russell Barton 
Penn State University 

John English 
Arkansas University 

Thong Ngee Goh 
National University of Singapore 

Douglas M. Hawkins 
University of Minnesota 

Way Kuo 
University of Tennessee 

Douglas C. Montgomery 
Arizona State University 

Vijay Nair 
University of Michigan 

Marion R. Reynolds, Jr. 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 

Ajit Tamhane 
Northwestern University 

William H. Woodall 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
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